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Abstract. With the development of information technology, the educational administration in Colleges and universities is more and more inclined to paperless and automated. How to carry out curriculum management is an indispensable part of educational administration management. On the basis of studying various curriculum management systems at home and abroad, this paper puts forward an curriculum arrangement based on priority strategy, which can select the optimal curriculum arrangement among various schemes and deal with conflicts optimally, thus improving the efficiency of curriculum arrangement and students' curriculum selection by school educational administration departments. Finally, the prototype system of the course management system is implemented based on JAVA, which facilitates the retrieval and management of courses by managers, teachers and students.

Introduction

With the development and progress of information technology, how to carry out information-based teaching management system has become an urgent task. Because the center of teaching is the courses teaching, so how to arrange the curriculum reasonably has become the top priority.

At present, the information-based curriculum management system has emerged in endlessly stream. Many products are developed by companies abroad, such as Blackboard[1], WebCT and Desire2Learn. Teachers can manage courses, make courseware, assign homework and communicate with each other by using these. But they are commodity software, and they need to be paid annually according to the number of users and the annual fee, which limits its in-depth promotion. There are also some open source course management systems, such as ATutor[2], Claroline[3], Sakai, Dokeos[4], Moodle[5], Bodington, and so on, each of them has its own advantages and scope of application. Generally speaking, due to the differences in education at home and abroad, many of them are not suitable for domestic university curriculum management.

The development of curriculum management system in China is relatively late, but it has also achieved fruitful results. Many companies have developed many related curriculum management systems, such as EDUS, ELP, and other cloud-based management platforms. At the same time, many domestic schools have also developed the curriculum management system, established their own curriculum management website, and achieved some results in improving the efficiency of teaching management. However, due to various reasons, the functions of domestic curriculum management system are not perfect. For example, at present, many self-developed curriculum management systems discount in practicability and stability. In order to meet the actual needs of the school, the design and development of curriculum management system in China should be paid more attention to make the system content has diversified forms and abundant resources.
Requirement Analysis and Design of Curriculum Management System

System Functional Requirement Framework

In order to realize the paperless information management, this paper puts forward a suitable curriculum management system scheme based on the research of curriculum management in colleges and universities. The system is divided into three modules, including management module, student module and teacher module, as shown in figure 1.

![Function module diagram of curriculum management system.](image)

Each management module can increase, modify, delete, and query the corresponding information. In the course management sub-module, the automatic course scheduling function is also realized. Let's look at how to achieve automatic course scheduling.

Design of Course Scheduling Scheme Based on Priority Strategy

At present, there are many studies and strategies on how to arrange courses in the educational administration system. Here we adopt a relatively simple, priority-based strategy for arranging courses. The system first selects all courses, filters the course data according to the term conditions passed from the page, and obtains the required course set. Then selects all the classes, and filters the current class course set according to the current class, and after that extracts the current class course number by cycle. According to the attributes, which is "required" and "optional", get the collections of compulsory courses and optional courses. Then the teaching hours are extracted from each of the two collections of courses, and the number of classes required per week is calculated. A priority entity of courses is encapsulated by all the factors above. Then, according to the priority of courses from high to low, the priority courses of compulsory courses and elective courses are sorted separately, and the priority courses are sorted in descending order, respectively. Finally, the priority courses of compulsory courses and elective courses are sorted in descending order. Finally, the priority courses of compulsory courses and elective courses are sorted in descending order. Take two ordered priority curriculum sets to arrange courses, circle the ordered priority curriculum set, and then take out the priority curriculum in the set in turn. According to the priority of priority curriculum, we know the number of lessons per week of priority curriculum, and then arrange courses according to the number of lessons. First, we make class judgment on the course, whether we can find a position in the class, and judge whether it is a priority curriculum. Then, make a teacher's judgment on the course base on whether the teacher has class or not during the course time. If judge success, then judges the classroom based on whether the classroom has class or not during the course time. If all the judges are success, the course schedule is successful.

In this process of scheduling, if the teacher of one course already has another course at the same time, which we call it as teacher conflict, the position in the schedule will be temporarily marked as having a class, and the course will be rearranged. If it is still impossible to arrange the course in the schedule, then put the unscheduled course to the first place of the ordered priority curriculum set and get the reordered priority curriculum set. The whole process of scheduling will be restarted. If there is
still a teacher conflict after that, repeat this program according to a threshold. If the conflict can’t be solved then it shows that it is impossible to arrange the course in the schedule and the course configuration parameter should be changed by manual work. The whole process as Figure 2 show.

![Curriculum Scheduling Flow Chart](image)

Figure 2. Curriculum Scheduling Flow Chart.

There are some other conflicts, such as the classroom conflict, and its management logic didn’t show in the flow chart because of the space relation. The processing is like the teacher conflict process.
System Testing

The system is divided into three roles, administrator, teacher and student. The left sidebar of administrator's page is designed as functional navigation. The function buttons of entering teacher management, student management, course management and configuration management are placed on the front page. The interface of the front page is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Home page of administrator.](image)

The teacher's home page and the student's home page is similar to the administrator's home page, except that the function buttons for viewing courses, viewing classrooms and viewing timetables are placed on the teacher's home page, while the function buttons for viewing selected courses, selecting courses, viewing classrooms and viewing timetables are placed on the student's home page. It's not shown here anymore.

Administrators can manage students, teachers, courses, classes and classes. For example, the course management interface is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Course Management Page of Administrator.](image)

By default, the interface displays all courses. The query function is placed in the area above the page. The required course data can be queried according to the combination of conditions. Then the new function button is placed in the area. The function shows the input box of adding courses through the pop-up window. Next area shows the course data. You also can edit and delete the data of each course by the editing button and delete button. After the above functions are executed, the page is refreshed and show the new data.

The administrator can also arrange classes. The interface of arranging classes is shown in Figure 5.

Through the navigation bar on the left of the "Course Scheduling" function button to enter the interface, the page has only one Course Scheduling function, after choosing the semester, you can
click the Course Scheduling button to achieve the Course Scheduling function. Other functions are no longer described one by one.

Figure 5. Scheduling Function Page of Administrator.

**Conclusion and Prospects for the Future**

Nowadays, with the development of science and technology, human beings have entered the information age. And the educational administration of colleges and universities has also introduced a variety of educational administration management systems with the times. Curriculum management is one of the functional aspects. The curriculum management system responds to the requirements of paperless, improves the efficiency of the school administration department and speeds up the retrieval speed of teachers' information, students' information and curriculum information. Of course, the system has many shortcomings, such as the simple scheduling strategy, and so on. In the follow-up study, more in-depth study of more precise scheduling schemes and the system will be extended to the management of the entire educational administration.
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